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 I hope you all had a wonderful holiday season.  I

know that by the time you read this it will be past, but for

me it’s early December.

 The SAM Champs planning is progressing nicely.

We don’t have a hotel locked in yet but it is not from a lack

of effort by the management team.  The problem is the new

management at one of the hotels.  I know we should just

tell them that if they’re not interested forget it.  The

problem is the room rates at this hotel have been cheaper

in the past and we want to get the best deal we can for all

of you.

 The rule books are probably done by now or will

be very shortly.  Ed has been doing a great job getting

everything sorted out and blended in.  Judging from the

questions I have been asked and the correspondence I have

seen, they are doing a thorough job for which I say

THANK YOU on behalf of all our members.

 I would also like to thank Jerry Burk for all the

“stuff” he donated for the library.  It was greatly

appreciated.  Thanks to people like Jerry Burk and Gene

Wallock (our previous librarian), our library continues to

grow.  I know that there have been a lot of others that have

contributed but I am new to the job and don’t yet know

who they were.

 Please don’t forget the fund drive.  I know it’s the

Holiday season and we all seem to get tapped out, but

remember that any little bit helps because it gets doubled.

 The next big Oldtimer contest (the SouthWest

Regionals) is coming up in mid-January.  I don’t know if

you have ever been to this contest in Eloy, Arizona.  It is

put on by a great bunch of modelers.  There is usually a full

slate of both R/C and Freeflight Oldtimers as well as

Nostalgia, Modern and F.A.I. plus a swap meet.  If you

missed it this year, try to remember it for next year.  It’s

worth the drive.

 I have heard some grumbling about the cut-off date

change.  My feelings are that if you don’t like the post ’42

designs, don’t build them.  There are a lot of pre ’42

designs that will fly every bit as well as the post ’42 stuff.

 I personally build and fly models that I like; then I

try to make them competitive.  I couldn't care less about

what someone else won with.

 Far and away the biggest aspect of winning is

learning how to pick air.  I have never seen a thermal that

cared what the design was.

 Please go back and read the Preamble to our

Constitution.  OK, I’ll get off my soap box.

 That’s all I’ve got for this issue.  See you at the

flying field.

 Allen

President’s Message
Allen Heinrich
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Matching Funds

Report
by Ron Boots

 Let’s really bring in the
New Year with your checks and
good wishes for our success!

 This third report of
donations received puts our total
at $6,185.00.  We are almost at
25% of our goal!  Remember—
each dollar received becomes two
dollars with matching funds.

 This is a start, but we
obviously need greater and faster
support if we are to raise
$25,000.00 in donations so that
we can qualify for the matching
$25,000.00 Roy E. Hanson Jr.
money.

 So, get out those
checkbooks (yes, we take PayPal
but that costs us an approximately
4% fee) and make your check to
SAM.  Send it to:

 Ron Boots
 860 Tamlei Ave.
 Thousand Oaks,CA 91362

 Final question:  Is your
name on the “Good Guys” current
list of donors?

Thermals,
Ron Boots

Editor’s Note - If we run out

of space on this page for the

names of donors, I’ll add as

many pages as necessary -

Help Keep SAM Alive



DESIGN REVIEW
by Allen Heinrich

 I hope the new cut-off date has started you thinking

about a new project.  I have one done and a couple more

on the board.

 I have been hearing some questions about engines

for S.A.M. competition.  It doesn’t matter what engine is

shown on the plans; if you want to use the design in

Oldtimer competition you have to use an engine that has

been approved for Oldtimer use.  I.E. ignition or an

approved diesel.  NO GLOWS!  (except in R/C events that

allow glows).

 My first selection is the Foote Pacific Soarer which

was featured in the January 1950 issue of Air Trails.  This

model was a wingspan of 52.5 inches.  It is typical Foote

design with a high aspect wing and small rudder.  I would

use an Arden .19 or a Bantam .19 for power.  For diesels I

would use an Elfin 1.8.  The 2.5 would be too much power

for this airplane.  Other engines like the E.D. II or III (2 cc

and 2.5cc) would probably work well also.

 Next I have selected a model from another well

known designer.  It is Chet Lanzo’s Swayback.  I have

seen this model used in Nostalgia and it flew well.  It is a

pretty typical pylon model of the time.  This one comes to

us from the May 1947 issue of Air Trails.  At 58” wing

span it would fly well with any of the good ignition 29s.

For the diesels the Hunters or an Amco 3.5 would work

well.

 My last choice is another one from my “to build”

list.  This is a Czech design by Radoslau Cizek from 1949.

It is a little different but I think it is a very clean model.  It

is called Sirius and has a wing span of 58 inches.  The area

comes out at 494 so it should be a good flyer in B and I

would use the same engines that I recommended for the

Swayback.

 That’s it for this issue.  Next issue I will start

getting into some of the ’43-’50 rubber models.

 I received a packet from Japan with some new

designs for S.A.M.  The first is simply called K-1.  The

Japanese writing may give another name but I can’t read

Japanese.  This is a high wing fuselage model with a

wingspan of 82-1/4 inches.  It was designed and built in

1943.  The lines are clean and the proportions look good

so it should be a good flyer.  The wood sizes are given in

a chart but judging from the sizes listed, it was probably

built out of hard wood of some type.  I don’t know what

was popular in Japan during the war.

 The second model was also from this packet.  It is

a Wakefield model called D-1 from 1944.   The wingspan

is only 35.5” but it has a wide chord with a resulting area

(flat) of 207 sq. in.  I am contemplating building this one

because it has twin rudders.

 Again the wood sizes called out are extremely

small.  It calls for 2mm x 2mm (about 1/16” sq.) for the

fuselage structure. I know this had to be hardwood of some

type.

 Unfortunately, our editor reports that the plans for

these Japanese designs are not of a quality that can be

reproduced.  The plans are buildable and if I can find the

time I will try to redraw them so that they can be published

and archived.

 Allen

3 separate contests

at same time / same place !

aalmps.com/15info.htm









SAM Champs 2014

Final Report
by Dave Harding

2014 Chet Lanzo Muncie Champs Report

 Bucking recent trends the 2014 Chet Lanzo

Muncie Champs competitors saw a modest increase to just

under 110 entries. These were split about 50/50 between

Free Flight and RC.

 More competitors seem to be enjoying the social

side of the Champs deciding to chew the fat rather than fly

all of their entries.  Nothing wrong with that as the Champs

is the place to meet all those old friends you have been

chatting with on SAM Talks.

 Registrar Tina Kime did a superb job of handling

the entries and her insistence on including a late fee

resulted in most competitors registering “on time” making

the task of preparing for the actual registration in Muncie

run flawlessly.

 We ended the Sunday registration day with a

President’s Reception at the AMA Museum site.  The

Claude McCullough Education Center is a large room

adjacent to the Museum where we held the event which

was catered by Dick Bartkowski and his helpers.  The

members were also able to tour the Museum.  Outgoing

SAM President Ed. Hamler introduced incoming President

Al Heinrich.

 The Muncie weather was on the whole quite good

for flying, but of course any weeklong event is likely to see

some less than favorable conditions at some point and this

week was no exception.  However, the contest directors,

Jim O’Reilly (Free Flight) and Mike Salvador (RC) along

with their assistants managed their respective events to a

satisfactory conclusion.

 This year’s Champs celebrated Chet Lanzo’s

Centennial.  Points and medals were awarded to every

competitor, Free Flight and RC, who flew a Lanzo model

in competition.

 A very special Lanzo event was held on the RC

side.  Tom Ryan and Tom Boice brought two Lanzo

Racers, one originally built by Chet and finished by the

two Toms and the other signed by Chet.

 The Toms put on a formation flying display with

these models and then Tom Boice went on to fly one in

Classic Texaco which he won. What a magnificent

celebration of this great model builder.

 On Tuesday evening we held a BBQ on the field

under a tent.  The weather had been cold and overcast all

day but when the BBQ began the skies cleared and the sun

came out for a perfect setting.  The meal was well received

and so were the two kegs of quality craft beer.  Indeed, the

leftover food and drink were consumed the next day too.

 Wednesday saw the swap meet and Concours at the

Horizon Center followed by the members meeting.



 Finally, a successful week was wrapped up by an

excellent Banquet, also at the Horizon Center where the

awards were made, and competitors and members were

able to appreciate the permanent SAM trophies brought

from the Museum for the occasion.

The Championship Winners were;

Free Flight Rubber Power Ed Hardin

Free Flight Gas Power Larry Davidson

RC Glow and Ignition was Tom Boice

RC Electric was Jay Burkhart

Concours Winner was;

Bill Vanderbeek

The Lanzo Champions were;

Free Flight Ed Sneed ~ 3 models

RC Bob Hawkins ~ 18 models

Finally, all those who had flown a Lanzo airplane at the

Champs were required to wear their medals at the Banquet

where a picture of them was taken to record the celebration.

 Dave Harding, 2014 Champs Contest Manager

Photos are from Rosalia Salvador - Lots more at the link

below --

https://www.flickr.com/photos/hardingdg/sets/721576482

44674850/



What do I do

With Dad’s Stuff?
by Ron Boots

 It may be Dad, or Uncle, or whoever—it’s a

tough subject to talk about.

 In a recent conversation with a son of a

departed good friend and avid S.A.M. modeler, he

brought up the topic, “What do I do with Dad’s stuff?”

 I suggested that engines, kits, perhaps tools,

etc., be donated to S.A.M., and they would be used in

our engine raffle.  This would help S.A.M. financially,

and also put the items into the hands of fellow

modelers.

 In another instance, at a recent M.E.C.A.

Collecto an elderly modeler lamented that he should

send us his engines and things while he is “still

around” and share satisfaction of seeing his prized

items get into good hands.

 Either or both of these examples may apply to

many of you.

 I realize that finding a good answer to what to

do and how to do it can be a delicate and often

emotional matter.  Therefore, I offer my assistance to

one and all.  If you donate these items to S.A.M., I will

put them in our S.A.M. Engine Raffle and see that the

donor’s name is proudly posted for all to see.

 If necessary, S.A.M. can help with postage

costs.  Send your items to Ron Boots, 860 Tamlei

Ave., Thousand Oaks, CA 91362, or contact me at

(805) 495-5449, or e-mail sam1321boots@aol.com.

 Hopefully this discussion can be helpful to

those trying to deal with what is often a difficult and

emotional subject.

 I missed the Muncie 2012 SAM Champs.  After the

SAM Champs I was talking to Jay Burkart and he

indicated he would like to build a really large AIRBORN

for LMR and Electric Texaco.  How large?  He said 3,000

sq. in. wing area.  I talked him into something a bit smaller

at 141 inch span and a bit over 2300 sq. in wing area.

 I also pointed out the AIRBORN 1600 was great

for LMR and a larger LMR model wasn't needed.  But for

Electric Texaco the 141 inch span could be seen higher and

would be a big advantage.  Also a model this size should

be able to fly well at 13 ounce wing loading with more

motor battery capacity..

 Five of us were in on the project with Jay doing

most of the work.  The 3 guys from Kentucky (Jay, Kent

and Hank) soon had their big AIRBORNs flying in the

2013 SAM contests in the Mid-West.  Phil Semmer also

had an AIRBORN 2300 flying in 2013.  I test flew it for

him at our local sod farm.

 First day out the flight was cut short by rain.

Second time out, just after sun up in no lift and light wind

conditions, I made a 33 minute flight with Phil's

AIRBORN 2300.  I figured with some tuning I could make

a 46 minute flight with mine when it was ready.  Mine was

not ready to fly until late Spring 2014.

AIRBORN 2333
by Jack Hiner

 I flew a bunch this year with the AIRBORN 2333

sq.in. wing area model here at the home field.  Always

dawn patrol on days with light or no wind.



 So the big AIRBORN had never seen any wind or

lift at home.  First launch at the sod farm was usually a bit

before sun up.  Glen Poole, retired at the end of last year,

would show up at the field later as would Phil Semmer and

Don Meyer.  Mike McIntyre would sometimes make it out

early on week ends as he is still a working stiff.  If it was

windy I did not go to the field, or if I did fly in wind, I used

other models and not the big AIRBORN.

 The big model weighs in at over 13 and 1/2 pounds

with a wing loading of over 13 ounces per square foot.

The wing root chord is over 18 inches and the wingspan is

141 inches.  Even at this weight it's a floater.

 Over the spring and summer I worked on wing

incidence and down thrust to improve performance and

also tried a number of different props.  A 3-1/2 inch

diameter spinner improved flight time by about 2 minutes.

First flights at sun up were 37 minutes.  With changes over

about four months of testing I got to 48 minutes and a few

seconds.  Flights were early morning with calm or light

wind and no-lift conditions.

 The first contest with the big AIRBORN was at

Fort Wayne in June on a windy day.  The first flight in the

wind with no lift  was 33 minutes.  I found that I needed to

run the motor faster in the wind.  I expected this from past

Texaco models but it was still good enough for 1st place.

 I use two 10 cell Ni-Cd packs in parallel.  On my

second flight at Fort Wayne and in the wind I decided to

put both 10 cell Ni-Cd packs in the AIRBORN but only

hook up one which resulted in a 17 minute flight with no

lift I could recognize.  Some time back Dick Bartowski

suggested we cut the battery capacity in half for Electric

Texaco.  I have to agree.

 So I went to the SAM Champs never having flown

the AIRBORN 2333 in lift conditions.  I made the first

Electric Texaco flight early and planned on my second

flight later in the day when lift was present.

 I got 42 minutes with no lift on the first flight.  But

Glen Poole got something like an hour and 6 minutes and

Dave Harding an hour so I had to make the second flight.

 For the second flight wind was light so drift was

very slow and no lift was encountered early.  I was setting

up over the landing area and it looked like another 42

minute flight.  But then I encountered some light lift and

was slowly gaining altitude.  The model was drifting ESE

and I was concerned about cloud base altitude.

 So I thought, "Maybe a couple more circles in the

lift and than back up wind for the next thermal."  Then the

AIRBORN entered a cloud.  I went to full up and full

rudder on the controls and waited to see if the model would

reappear but it didn't.

 My timer, Paul Thoms, kept his eye on the spot

where we last saw the model.   After some time Paul saw

it circling and then back into a cloud.  I held full up and full

rudder but did not realize I was on low throw for the

elevator.



 After a while Paul thought he saw it again but then

said that it was a different model.  He then he spotted it

above the other model so I got off the stick and saw it

flying straight back at us.  Talk about luck!  Paul estimated

the AIRBORN was out of sight for about 4 minutes.

 Flying back to the field at high altitude I

discovered that at high speed I had wing flutter and I kept

encountering more thermals and flutter when trying to dive

out of lift.  I had a choice.  Keep going up or dive a bit and

risk structural failure due to wing flutter.

 I went with tight circles and if it was still climbing

I would head straight back but not too fast.  I should have

done some flying in lift at home and discovered the

problem and then made the wing stronger with different

covering and maybe some diagonals between the ribs.

 I got the AIRBORN back on the ground at around

one hour 18 minutes if my memory is correct.  So in two

contests for the AIRBORN 2333 I had two wins.  It will be

illegal next year with the rule changes and so will retire

undefeated.

 I removed the receiver from the AIRBORN 2333

and put it back in the standard size AIRBORN which has

a mere 108 inch span.  Test flew it a couple days back and

it is ready and legal for the SWR at Eloy, Arizona, in

January.

  Jack

 Bob Holman has plans and laser cut parts for

Sal Taibi’s EAGLET, a 36" span, sheet balsa fuselage

job, kitted by Competition Models in the 70's.  A sport

model like a SNIFFER or for Payload.  See Bob’s ad

in the back pages of this issue.



 Membership Voting Results on Proposed

Competition Rule Changes.

 A total of 151 ballots were received having

postmarked dates of September 30 or earlier.

 All proposals passed. The tabulation of votes

for and against each proposal follows.

 Proposal 1 to extend the date of Old Timer

model designs through 1950 PASSED:

122 votes FOR, 29 votes AGAINST

 Proposal 2 to allow a competitor to enter two

models of different designs in all FF and RC events

PASSED:

114 votes FOR, 37 votes AGAINST

 Proposal 3 to limit the wingspan of any scaled

SAM model airplane to a maximum of 120 inches

PASSED:

121 votes FOR, 30 votes AGAINST

 Proposal 4 to remove the builder-of-the-

model rule PASSED:

117 votes FOR, 34 votes AGAINST

 Proposal 5 to allow competitors to enter and

earn championship points in both of the basic RC

Antique and Texaco events PASSED:

144 votes FOR, 7 votes AGAINST

 Proposal 6 to prohibit equipment indicating to

the pilot the entry or presence of his model in rising

air PASSED:

133 votes FOR, 18 votes AGAINST

These rule changes become effective January 2015

with the publication of the new SAM Official Rule

Book.

Respectfully submitted, Glen Poole, Master at Arms

RULE CHANGE

VOTING

 Tom Boice, Herb Lamb and I went to the 2014

SAM Champs to join the fun flying in some well

contested events.  The weather was exceptional with

rain only delaying completion of Monday’s events

until Tuesday morning.

 The remainder of the week was beautiful tem-

peratures in the 70s, sun shine, light winds, and plenty

of thermals. The contest consisted of 26 events over 5

days.  The included categories were 6 glow, 5 ignition,

6 electric, and 9 Special.

 Tom Boice entered events in both the glow and

ignition categories, and although the competition was

strong, he won both the glow and ignition champion-

ships placing first in several events.

 I entered mostly the special events.  On the first

day I lost contact with the model and it crashed. This

resulted in my not being able to fly in four events.

 On the last day Tom and I entered our full size

(12 foot wing span) Lanzo Racer in honor of the

centennial of Chet Lanzo, the designer.  The Racer,

which weighed 12 pounds, was flown in the Classic

Texaco event.

 It was allowed 48 cc of fuel and powered by a

Forster .99 which ran for 7 minutes. The model was

flown three times for 22:08, 17:07, and 25:35 minutes

with the last flight being the first place winning time.

It was an exciting five days and will be long remem-

bered.

2014 SAM Champs
A week to remember

by George Lamb



Interview with Ben Shereshaw

By Charlie Reich

 I talked at length with Ben Shereshaw in the

year 2000 while interviewing him for his bio that I

was preparing for the AMA.  During our discussions

he advised that he did a lot of winter indoor flying at

contests held in school gyms etc.  He told me he had

drawn a scale 1934 MUREAUZ  C1 PURSUIT rub-

ber plan in 1937 and it was one of his favorite models,

a fantastic flyer.

 This was so much so, in fact, he advised he

had won every indoor contest he ever entered this

plane in, well over 100 events.  He also laughed and

advised that the other contestants shuddered and

groaned when they saw him come into an event and

enter this model.

 He sold the plan to Berkeley late in 1937 and

the kit was introduced by them in 1938, but Ben was

never recognized for it on the plan, so I added his

name to the plan on the next page.

 Tandy Walker has completed another superb

model with this WACO SRE, and he has an extensive

series of photos and comments now installed on his

website.  Lots of good stuff there.  If you enter the

information shown on the link below into your com-

puter browser you can follow along with Tandy and this

7 month project.

http://tandysmodelplanes.com/?page_id=5640

WACO SRE
by Tandy Walker





SAM Champs 2015

Initial

Progress Report
by Mike Myers

 It’s early days in getting ready for the 2015 SAM

Champs at Boulder City.  Dave Harding, Dave Meriwether

and I have all been Champs Contest Managers or

Registrars for several SAM Champs apiece.  Call us the

“Old Dog Troika”—been there done that where running a

SAM Champs is concerned.   So experienced management

for next year’s Champs is a given.

 Harding will manage the Champs website;

Meriwether will handle the registrar’s duties—they stuck

me with the title Champs Manager (When they stuck me

with that title, I learned that you can teach those two old

dogs new tricks!).

 Andy Latowski has agreed to be RC CD for the

Champs.

 Ted Firster (also a former Champs Manager) will

head the FF CD team.

 We’ve got the lakebed reserved for a SAM

Champs from Monday October 19 to Friday October 23,

2015.

 The “theme” for the Champs will be “El Dorado

Gold Rush Champs.”  Luther Peters and his daughter are

already working on an outstanding Champs logo.

 We’ve not yet finalized a deal with a hotel for

special room rates and banquet prices, but we are talking

with both the Hacienda Casino and the Fiesta Henderson,

the two hotels that have hosted our Vegas area SAM

Champs since 2005.

 There’ll be more information later.   I plan to post

interim reports fairly frequently on the SAM website,

along with stories in the issues of SAM Speaks between

now and the Champs.

 The SAM membership approved some rules

changes in 2014.  They are in the process of being

incorporated into a new rulebook which should be out in

early 2015, and until that final rule book is printed and

available, I can only hazard a guess as to what they’ll look

like.

 However, it appears that the builder of the model

rule has gone away for the FF events.

 A contestant can enter two models of different

designs in the same FF or RC event.

 Scaled Old Timer and Antique models are limited

to 120 inches in wingspan.

 The design cutoff date has been moved to 1950.

 There are some potential new or special events that

will or can be flown in 2015.

 Bob Galler and SAM 100 in Albuquerque continue

to promote their 36” Electric Replica event.

 Bob Angel and Bill Copeland hope to get their

Altitude Limited Old Timer Event sorted out and flown at

the 2015 Champs.  There are some equipment availability

issues just now.

 We’re going to do the 36” Bungee Launch Old

Time Glider event over on the FF side of the field. We also

expect to have a bungee launch (oh, call it “High Start”

because we all understand that) OT Towline Glider event

on both the FF and RC sides of the field.

 One of the bigger changes coming is the

scheduling of the FF events.  Ted Firster and the Southern

California FF community have been having success in

allowing any FF event to be flown on any day of a

multiday contest.   He wants to do that at the 2015 Champs.

 The SAM FF Rulebook and Special Events can be

flown on any day of the Champs.  However for FF

“Championship” purposes the scores will be totaled up on

Thursday evening to determine the winner.

 There’ve been a number of Nostalgia events flown

at the SAM Champs in recent years. Nostalgia events will

be flown just on the first three days of the Champs week.



 Al Lidberg said he hoped the towline glider and

bungee launched glider rules for the 2015 SAM Champs

would be out “in time to be useful”.

 Well guys, as the 2015 SAM  Champs Manager

I’m still  cogitating and consulting with “expert gurus” for

the towline rules (golf clubs, auto rudders etc.)

 But I do have some firm opinions on the 36 inch

bungee or high start launched glider class.  We start with

the Peterborough England Model club rules:

Hi-Start Glider

Span 36 inches tip to tip (NOT flat span)

Hi Start 7.5m of 1/8” rubber Plus 22.5m of line

Same Hi start used by all and not reeled in between flights.

Models – ANY glider (vintage, modern, scale, kit, own

design or existing design scaled up or down)

 Okay—pretty much anything goes (we’ve been

flying both SAM legal designs and  own design gliders in

the class out at the Grassy Knoll) so long as the glider on

a tip to tip basis is 36 inches or less.

 If there are enough entries in the event at the 2015

Champs so that we need to split it into “pre 1950” and

“anything goes” classes we will.  But that’s a decision

we’ll make at the Champs.  I’ll bring “winning labels”

from first to third places for both classes.

 Now as for the high start—we’ll use US

measurements—25 feet of 1/8” rubber and 75 feet of

string.  It will be attached to the top of a three foot high

stake.  Contest management will supply the high start and

all contestants will use it.  DTs are not required but are a

good idea.  We’ll fly three two minute maxes, then each

flyoff flight time will increase by one minute per flight.

 Okay Al and Karl—is that soon enough to get

started building?  I’ve got a 33 inch wingspan  Dick

Twomey Leprechaun (1947 design)  that’s 17 years old

now.  It does well in the event.  Come and get me.

Mike Myers

BUNGEE LAUNCHED

TOWLINE

GLIDERS

 We will have high starts of the appropriate size for

FF OT Towline gliders, and for the RC OT  gliders.   The

SAM Rulebook for the FF Towline Glider event states, “A

maximum of a 200-foot towline or a high start of 50 feet of

rubber and  150 feet of towline is allowed. . . “  FF CD Ted

Firster has already made up and used such a high start.  It

will be available at the Champs.

 The SAM RC O/T Glider rule as it appears in the

2010 Rulebook makes it a “precision time” event with

three flights totaling exactly 20 minutes.  The West Coast

flyers found that meant  a lot of crashes as competitors

rushed to land at exactly 20 minutes total time.  As  a

result, they’ve been flying the event as one with three ten

minute maxes. We’ll fly it that way at the 2015 Champs.

We’ll have appropriately sized high starts available at the

Champs.  Some of those bigger gliders need a good

“boost” to get in the air.



FLYING THE

BANSHEE
by Simon Blake, SAM 525

 I have been flying a Leon Shulman designed

Banshee pylon model in A and B oldtimer gas for about 20

years and I’ve done fairly well with the design.  The latest

trophy came at the 2014 Nationals in Muncie where it

placed second in Oldtimer Pylon.

 It has an excellent thin under-cambered airfoil,

which makes for a wonderful glide and a symmetrical stab,

which causes issues for many people who build this model.

Almost every time I fly my Banshee at a contest someone

will come up and say, “I built one of those once,” and then

go on to tell me how they couldn’t get it trimmed and it

crashed spectacularly.  So, I thought I should put together

a few words on how to fly these things in case anyone else

is interested.

 The SAM approved list reports the Banshee’s wing

area as 353 square inches, but I suspect that’s measured

flat and the projected area is actually around 330, which

makes it ideally sized for an Ohlsson .23.  Mine has had

both front rotor and sideport engines in it, but these days I

use a sideport because it has enough power and it starts

easily.

 I’ve built two Banshees over the years, and they

actually trim out easily as long as the CG is in the right

place and they have the required five degrees downthrust.

 Of course, like so many old designs, the original

article (Air Trails, October, 1945) and plan don’t tell you

where the CG is.  Mine balances four inches behind the

leading edge.

 With the large amount of tip dihedral the Banshee

won’t spin into the ground no matter how badly you

launch it.  If you launch it to the right of the wind, it goes

up to the right.  If you launch it to the left of the wind, it

goes up to the left but only gets about half the altitude.

 There have been times when my stab has

developed terrible warps. I took it out of the car at the

SAM Champs a few years ago and it had almost a half-



inch twist. There wasn’t much I could do, so I fired up the

Ohlsson and pitched it into the air and it flew just the same

as it always does.

 At the 2014 SAM Champs my stab was stepped on

and I hastily glued it back together and, again, and it didn’t

make a difference.

 I fly mine right/left with the entire rudder skewed

one-eighth inch left and 3/16 wash-in in the right main

panel.  I suspect you could just as easily fly it right/right

with right rudder, right wash-in and left thrust.

 But about that forward centre of gravity…  I had

real problems getting it that far forward with my first

Banshee and ended up moving the battery box in front of

the firewall.  It was heavy at 28 ounces.  It had twin wheel

landing gear in addition to the batteries, coil, etc.

 Originally it had a McCoy .19 that was difficult to

start, so I sawed off the front end and firewall mounted an

Ohlsson .23.  It was happy flying from then on!

 I built the second one as light as I possibly could

with a single wheel landing gear and lighter wood, but it

still came out at 24 ounces.  That’s as light as I can get the

Banshee as an ignition model.

 Obviously with a diesel you could make it much

lighter, but my hobby is ignition models and engines, so

I’m just not interested.

 For the X-frame fuselage construction, you will

want to use relatively light but stiff 1/8 sheet so that you

don’t end up having to add nose weight.  I still had to put

a 3/16 piece of aluminum sheet behind the firewall-

mounted Ohlsson on my latest version to move the entire

engine forward for balance.

 That open fuselage construction requires a good

covering material both for strength and appearance.  I used

silk on my first one and, once it had soaked up a lot of

dope, it was heavy, ugly and quickly became brittle. That

was my only attempt at silk covering – I know other people

do a lot better with it. The second one is covered with

Polyspan and that has proven perfect.

 Those deep sub fins on the stab can dig into the

ground on non-DT landings and twist the fuselage,

cracking the stab platform. Stab construction needs to be

light, but it has to be strong, too, for that reason.

I’ve had a lot of fun with my Banshee over the years. You

should try one too!



Bob Galler

New VP

 I was at Muncie for the Champs for 3, well 2 1/2

days, and competed in 3 RC electric events and had a great

time.  I found the competition stiff, and the air a little

harder to read than I am used to, but obviously not for

some others!

 We were impressed by the good turnout, and large

number of Lanzo ships.  I am going out on a limb and

would say there were as many Airborn as Bombers. And

we also were privileged to see Chet's last build.  He signed

parts of his Racer, and we were all able to sign the wing.

 I had to leave Wednesday and did not make the

banquet, but did make the most excellent bean feed ever at

a SAM Champs.  It should be renamed a BBQ feed.

 My best story and the best flying skill I saw at the

Champs was when I timed for Mike Clancy.  (Well we

timed each other) in electric  LER.  He was flying a cabin

Playboy.  I might be wrong about the model because he

flew so many events.

 He took off ROG and after 5 seconds his motor

went off and he started to come in for a landing.  Just as I

was asking him if he wanted a refly, his motor came back

on and he climbed to maybe 75 feet and it went off again,

but this time permanently.

 As I was about to ask him again, he said he would

count it and keep flying. He found some really low lift,and

really "milked" it, never getting higher than 200 feet and

maxing out.  He attributed that to his LSF experience; I

was in awe.

 At the Champs I was invited to the board meeting

and was nominated by the board to replace the opening for

Rocky Mountain VP;  Steve Moskal had to resign due to

health reasons.  I was told that this will be until the next

election cycle.  I agreed to do my best, but was not

prepared to take over the 2015 Champs management in

turn as it would normally have been rotated to the Rocky

Mountain VP.  That was ok with the board and new

president, Allen Heinrich.

 Dave Harding, Mike Clancy and others will

manage and I will help out with the 2015 Champs.

 Briefly, here is a bit of background about myself.

I started flying free flight in New Jersey in the early 60s,

and flew with NJ Thunderbirds and Brooklyn Skyscrapers

attending some meets in northern NJ.  There I was shown

how to build planes and fly longer than 30 seconds by

some of the greats, like Hatcheck, Dunwoody and others,

and one NJ guy in particular named Don Smith.

 After college and getting married, I lived in

Massachussetts, then Pennsylvania, and did some

competition in FF HLG. My older brother was a pioneer in

electric flight, making some of the earliest electric flight

power units in early 1970s.  I've always loved Old Timers

and built an RC gas powered Record Hound in 1984 that

kept me going for a while.

 I moved to NM in 1994 and found the local guys

who flew sailplanes and old timers. When electric RC

came into its own with lipos and great electronics, I really

started to build and fly regularly and joined SAM in 2006.

 I retired from Intel in 2012 after many years as a

Facility Engineer.  Luckily we have some good fields and

weather here in Albuquerque.  Our SAM group here is

SAM 100, with about 7 members and one brand new

member, Bob Dubois.  My goal is to get the Colorado and

Texas guys who were so active in the past coming out

again to both SWR in ELoy and Champs for 2015.

 I have discussed with all the board and the interest

(except for Ron Boots) is high in offering SAM Speaks in

electronic format, not as any dues reduction, but only as an

option for those who want it.  Then those who chose that

would not get a hard copy. I think Ron did not understand

at Muncie that I was not proposing to reduce dues, but to

offer the electronic version and save the mailing costs to

those guys.  It would just be a box to check on the

membership renewal form, no big deal.

 Here are some photos from the Champs.







RC Determalizer
by Mark Venter

RELIVING THE GOOD OLD DAYS

 Some of my best modelling memories were those
great free flight days of my youth.  Well, maybe they were
not really that great, lots of sore fingers, blood and
trimming flights until you eventually got that model to
perform as it should, that great climb out and then
transition and that perfect floaty glide as it gently climbed
away…..until out of sight or, when luck was on your side,
so far downwind that it took the rest of the morning to go
and retrieve it.

 But if I forget the bad memories and concentrate on
what was really great I wonder where I went astray.
Somewhere somehow I saw RC as the end to all my
troubles and left free flight behind except for the odd sortie
now & then.  I often thought on this and realised that there
were indeed great memories, the best being those of flights
that were nearly perfect and that landed practically back at
your feet, immediately ready for the next flight.

 That might be a made up memory, but I decided to
make it real in that I would like to get back into free flight
and at the same time really enjoy it, just firing up the
engine and letting her go and being able to stand back and
really enjoy the beauty of it, without the hassles of long
trudges to retrieve the models.  I would like to get other
modellers to do the same.  So enough of the waffling and
on to the solution.  Actually it is a “killing two birds with
one stone solution”.

 One, is to be able to DT the model at will, whether
for trimming or if it looked like it was going off in the
wrong direction or going to get caught up in a big thermal
etc.  (This after losing two models due to either mis-setting
or mis-triggering of the mechanical DT’s – yes, there is no
cure for stupidity!) with the additional option of being able
to gently “steer” the model back upwind when it drifts
away and, two, coming up with a solution that would be in
everyone’s price range.   Commercial RC DT systems are
ridiculously priced and only really for the free flighter in
serious competition, certainly not in the range of the sport
free flighter.

 With the advent of cheapo modules from the likes
of Hobby King and others it is now really just a matter of
getting all the bits and plugging them in.  Well a bit of
soldering as well if you are up to it, if not then ready made
modules are also available.

 So what do you need?   (see details & sources at the
end of this article)
1 - A “DIY” 2.4GHz transmitter. These are readily
available for converting xtal radios to 2.4GHz.
2 - An encoder board to suit your preferences.
3 - Battery, either a 2 cell LiPo or 9v battery will do.
4 - 2.4GHz receiver to pair up to the transmitter.
5 - 1 or 2 micro servos.
6 - One or two cell LiPo battery depending on your setup.
7 - 5v regulator for your receiver & servos depending on
your setup.

HOW DOES IT ALL HOOK UP?

 The DIY transmitter modules (mostly) all require
a PPM stream which they would obtain from the
transmitter that you would be converting to 2.4GHz, but
since we are not doing that we need to provide our own
PPM stream.  Generally these modules all require a
minimum stream of 4 channels, even if we will only be
using just the one channel (for example, DT) and we do
that with the help of a tiny encoder.



 This photo shows the first encoder board I bought
from Phil Green in the UK to get going and work things
out.  This uses a PIC programmable chip which Phil can
also provide.

 The second photo shows my own board which uses
a PICAXE programmable chip, and I can provide info and
assistance with these. These chips only cost a couple of $$
each so are pretty cheap for what they are capable of.

 If you want to and can program these chips
yourself, you can really do your own thing as to what you
want your setup to do.  For DT only you only need one
channel, i.e one servo, because you drive the servo from
one end to the other when you trigger the unit.
Alternatively, you can drive the servo from centre to one
or both ends on a single channel and the same on a second
servo.

 This photo shows a Texas Timer faceplate that I
have modified to in fact perform this very function, a
single channel that in one direction will trip the fuel cut off
and in the other direction will activate the DT via a micro
servo.

 The onboard system is simplicity itself using only
receiver, LiPo, servo(s).  These Micro units will work
down to around 3.3v or so and therefore are ideally suited
to a single cell LiPo.

 If you want to use slightly larger servos and feel
safer running 5/6 volts, then you could either use a single
cell and 5v booster or two cells and 5v regulator. In a big
free flight model a few extra grams would not make much
difference either way.  Up to you.



SIMPLEST SETUP - DT ONLY

 This is about as simple as you can get - no buttons
or settings.  The transmitter is turned on; the receiver is
turned on to check they are bound.  The transmitter is
turned off and left powered off.

 When you want to DT you just turn the transmitter
on and in a few seconds, once the link has been
established, the DT will activate and you can turn the
transmitter module off again.

 This photo shows this kind of setup in tandem with
your average mechanical timer. The mechanical timer can
be set as normal and the 2.4GHz unit can be activated at any
stage by radio, either triggering the DT on the model.

MORE FUNCTIONAL SETUP - TWO CHANNEL

 This setup is only slightly more complex in the
programming department and requires two servos, one for
the rudder and one for fuel cutoff / DT.

 An excellent trick from Phil is that since you need
to provide at least 4 channels to the transmitter module and
you are only using two, make them reverse.  For instance,
ch1 & 2 are one direction and ch3 & 4 are reversed.

 In this way you simply plug your servos into
whichever channels you require to get them working in the
correct direction.

 This photo shows a closed loop linkage to rudder
trim tab and I used a modified Texas Timer faceplate for
fuel cutoof and DT.  Both servos sit at centre and pushing
any of the buttons on the transmitter will drive the servo in
the selected direction, so the rudder trim tab is not
proportional as such, but will move fully in either direction
depending which button gets pressed.

 Bear in mind the purpose is not proportional
control; that’s RC stuff!  The purpose is a slight tweaking
of the rudder trim tab in either direction to initiate a slight
turn in the required direction, be it to get the model
heading in a new direction or back upwind etc.

 Lets not forget that this is still a free flight model
and as such should still go through all the normal free
flight actions to perfect its flight characteristics like
trimming for power & glide.



 If you want proportional control, then you are into
the R/C side and obviously no longer have much interest
in free flight as such.  And of course, if all of the above is
too complicated, then you could just use your 2.4GHz
radio instead of building your own hand held unit.

 One thing to keep in mind, whichever transmitter
module you opt for, you will need to use the same brand
receivers, some of which may offer better performance
(like failsafe) but could also be quite a bit dearer.

Suppliers
Hobby King:
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__40205__O
rangeRX_DSMX_DSM2_Compatible_2_4GHz_DIY_Tra
nsmitter_Module.html    DSMX/DSM2 Orange transmitter
modules.
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__1119__11
17__Radios_Receivers-OrangeRx_Receivers.html
Range of Orange receivers.

FlyDream:
http://www.fly-rc.com.au/?page_id=23
http://www.hyperionaustralia.com.au/?stg=839

FrSky:
http://www.frsky-rc.com/   ACCST systems

Lemon receivers:
http://www.lemon-rx.com/shop/
DSM2 & DSMX  - compatible with Spektrum, Orange etc.

Encoder boards & programmed PIC chips
Phil Green philg@talk21.com

PICAXE boards
http://www.picaxe.com/Hardware/Project-
Boards/PICAXE-08-Servo-Driver-Board/

PICAXE chips & info:
Forum - http://www.picaxeforum.co.uk/forum.php
PICAXE Website - http://www.picaxe.com/
http://www.picaxe.com/Hardware/PICAXE-
Chips/PICAXE-08M2-microcontroller

Help with circuits, PICAXE chips & encoder boards –
Mark Venter mark.venter@xtra.co.nz

Lots of info from Phil Green's website:
http://www.singlechannel.co.uk/

Additional info
http://www.mindspring.com/~rellis2/rcpattrn/retro.htm

 Here are a few more detail photos of the compo-
nents and finished installations.



COLLECTOR QUALITY ENGINES FOR SALE
(all are new or near new and have good plugs)

1.  1940 Bunch Mighty Midget with metal tank $155.00
2.  1946 Marvin A Jr. .139 disp., 3rd model with tank $225.00

3.  1946 Cobey-Waite .147 disp. – original #330 $195.00
4.  Chunn Chumm – replica - .163 disp. $150.00

5.  Brat Hex Head on skid with coil, condenser, H.T. wire,
     made by Replica Engines – has box and papers $165.00

6.  1940 O.K. ‘49’ sideport with red Bakelite tank and stack $175.00
7.  1946 Melcraft Blue Streak .29 disp. with metal tank #B271 $185.00
8.  1937-8 Trojan Jr., .192 disp., #708 (has repro tank), 2nd model $275.00

Add $9.00 S&H on each engine. - Paypal OK.
      Ron Boots - 860 Tamlei Ave. - Thousand Oaks, CA 91362 - (805) 495-5449 - E-mail SAM1321boots@aol.com



Send SAE, 2 stamps for list.- www.bhplans.com -
Many other airplanes available for Jim O'Reilly's CAD plans.

Call or email for information

Airborn 1/2A First Place2005

SAM Champs, Las Vegas.  CAD
plans by Jim O'Reilly.  290 Sq.
In.  Removable firewall, tail

ass'y and wing tip.  Plan $8.00,
parts $30.00, Shipping $8.00.

Simplex 1/2A, Plan $12.00,

parts $25.00. Playboy Jr.
53.46" span, 346.4 sq. in.,
$11.00 plan, $35.00 parts.

BOB HOLMAN, Box 741, San Bernardino, CA 92402
Phone (909) 885-3959 --- E-Mail  bhplans@aol.com

LASER CUT PARTS
New! - Building Jig - $50 plus $15 Shipping

Baby Playboy, 46.7" span, 295.5 sq. in. plan $8.00, parts $30.00.

Sal Taibi Powerhouse, 42.8" span, 289 sq. in., $8.00 plan, $20.00 parts.

Dallaire, span 50", 200 sq. in., plan $9.00, parts $15.00, $8.00 shipping.

AN EXCITING NEW TIMER IS AVAILABLE

website - www.TexasTimers.com
e-mail - sales@TexasTimers.com

Phone - 423-282-6423

We listened to our customers and
have made a new timer that has no
equal for small planes.  At only 7
grams, the NEW Texas Micro Max
provides engine fuel pinch off in the
0 to 30 second range AND full DT in
the 0 to 3 minute range.  Finally you
can have precise control at a weight
that has never been possible.  No
more fooling with the viscous timers
and hoping you DT when you want.
Now shipping.  Full details on our

web site.

TEXAS TIMERS, YOUR
SUPPLIER OF SUPERIOR

FREE FLIGHT TIMERS

PRICE OF ENGINE AS SHOWN LESS SPARK PLUG IS $549.50

S&H WITHIN THE USA IS $15.00

INTERNATIONAL - CALL OR WRITE FOR SHIPPING COST

CURRENT REPRODUCTION PARTS CATALOG $15.00 USA

INTERNATIONAL $24.00

ZIPPER
44" Span

$91.50 + postage

BMJR Models, Inc.
P.O. Box 1210

Sharpes, FL 32959-1210
(321) 537-1159

- Laser Cut Parts
-1/2A or Electric Texaco
- Originally design by Carl Goldberg
- Full Size Plans & Hardware
- Photo Illustrated Instructions
- www.bmjrmodels.com

Aeromodeller Dec 1952
Used with permission

At Last !!

AIR TRAILS
The Complete set of

Air Trails

and the
Air Trails Annuals

has been
digitized and are now
available on computer

460 issues
50,000 pages

of high resolution files

E-Mail for full info
cardinal.eng@grics.net



WALSTON Retrieval Systems
Tired of Losing Models?

Still Wandering...Trudging
Trekking...Looking

Looking...Looking...?

Being distressed, dismayed and
distraught need not be part of our hobby.  Put pleasure
back in your flying.  A Walston Retrieval System comes

ready to go and is easy to use.

NEW
      .Ultra Lite Transmitters
      . Stronger Receivers
      .Bulk Pack Button Batteries

www.walstonretrieval.com

WALSTON RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E. - Smyrna, GA 30082
(770) 434-4905             FAX (770) 431-0119

E-mail - WalstonRET@aol.com

VISA, Mastercard, AMEX, Discover

Make checks payable to - Bill and Anita Northrop

Rim Fire V Spark Plugs: $22.00

Rim Fire V-2, VR-2, V-3 Spark Plugs: $19.00

Champion Repro V-3 Spark Plugs: $18.00

Glass fuel syringes, 10, 20, 30 and 50 ml - $14, $15, $16 and $19

Solid State Ignition Units

SSIGN - $24.00 ** NEW! SSIGNCO - $40.00

SSIGN2 - TIM-4 $24.00

Larry's New Small Coil $40.00

High Tension Leads - RC $6.00, FF $4.50

P&H in USA $7.50
SASE for complete list

Polyspan Lite - 6' x 39" folded only - $13.00

Polyspan Reg - 10' x 24.5" folded - $13.00 - New size & price

Polyspan Reg - 10' x 24.5 rolled - $14.00 - New size & price

Rolled and mailed in a tube

Shipped Priority Mail in US @ $7.50

VIDEO or DVD

$20

Larry Davidson, 488 Peaks View Drive, Moneta, VA 24121-2565

(540) 721-4563            samchamp@jetbroadband.com



HIGH CLIMBER by Al Pardue

Over 350 CAD plans: 78 OT Rubber, 116 OT gas

Illustrated catalog $3.00 - or E-Mail for plans list
4760 N. Battin, Bel Aire, KS 67220, USA

Phone - 316-744-0856

E-Mail - KSFreeflit@gmail.com

Web site:  www.jimoreillymodelplans.com

CAD plans for current and future "One Design" events
with Bob Holman laser-cut short kits for each.

Blacksheep Squadron

CO2 ENGINES.  The Blacksheep have a stock
of (27) different Czech engines, over (300) total

engines, plus spare parts and accessories

Visit our Website:
http://blacksheepsquadron.com, or write to:

Roy Hanson, Blacksheep Squadron
21410 Nashville Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311

     Fine Products From

2301 Sonata Drive  -  Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

ANTIQUE - OLD TIMER - NOSTALGIA MODELS
Send $4.00 for price list of over 500 Short Kits

E-mail - Klarichkits@gmail.com
Web Site - Klarichkits.com

(916) 635-4588  -  24 Hr. Fax (916) 635-3080

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SAM SPEAKS

Effective January 1, 2009

    COSTS OF ADS
    1 Column width is 3.875 inches
    2 Column width is 8.0 inches
    Total height of page is 10.5 inches
    Single column width ad, one time - $15 per inch
    Single column width ad, six times - $12 per inch
    Double column width ad, one time - $25 per inch
    Double column width ad, six times - $20 per inch
    1/2 page ad, one time - 3.875 x 10.5 inches - $125
    1/2 page ad, six times - 3.875 x 10.5 inches - $100
    1/2 page ad, one time - 8.0 x 5.25 inches - $125
    1/2 page ad, six times - 8.0 x 5.25 inches - $100
    Full page ad, one time - 8.0 x 10.5 inches - $240
    Full page ad, six times - 8.0 x 10.5 inches - $190

    Costs are to be paid with order and before publication
     Contact Al Pardue - Address inside of front cover



DON'T LOSE YOUR
SAM MEMBERSHIP!

This is a reminder that ALL SAM MEMBERSHIPS
(Except those paid ahead for multiple years)

WILL EXPIRE ON DECEMBER 31, EACH YEAR
You will not receive a reminder card anymore so please do not ignore this notice!

DO NOT send your payments to anyone else as this can only delay your renewal.

All renewals (except those paid by PayPal for overseas renewals) go ONLY to:

Please send in your renewal before 12/31/2014 to avoid missing SAM Speaks!
Use the application above to renew and get it in to the SAM Secretary.

Send In Your Renewal
TODAY!

Walt Angus, SAM Secretary
PO Box 73215

Phoenix, AZ 85050
(480) 200-8832

-------------------------

Walt Angus, SAM Secretary
PO Box 73215

Phoenix, AZ 85050
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